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Abst rac t - -An  error analysis of the so-called signal zeros of polynomials linked to exponentially 
damped signals is performed and error bounds are derived. The analysis uses the link between 
polynomials and companion matrices and allows us to show that the related companion matrix 
eigenvalue problem is governed by the condition umber of a rectangular Vandermonde matrix which 
has the zeros of interest as nodes. Conditions under which the zeros are well conditioned are discussed. 
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1: INTRODUCTION 
Let PN(t) be a monic polynomial with coefficients f j  satisfying the recurrence relation 
fohk-N ~- f lhk-N+l  + "'" T fg - lhk -1  = hN, k -= N, N + 1 , . . . ,  (1.1) 
where hk is defined by 
hk = ~ rje s~Atk = rjz~. (1.2) 
j= l  
In this definition, r j ,s j  E C, sj ~= Sk for j ~ k, sj = (~j + iwj, i = ~L--T, (~j < 0, and At, 
called the sampling rate, is assumed to satisfy maxj wjAt  < ~, 1 < j < n. It is well known that 
if N > n, then Pg(t)  has the zj as roots. These zj are often referred to as signal zeros and their 
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computation from observed ata hk = hk + ek, k = 0, 1 , . . . ,  L, where ek represents noise, is an 
important problem in science and engineering. Applications involving the problem include signal 
processing, radar, geophysics, and direction of arrival, among others [1-5]. 
The goal of this note is to discuss the variation of the signal zeros when the polynomial 
coefficients undergo small perturbations. Our analysis relies on the fact that, since polynomial 
zeros can be regarded as companion matrix eigenvalues, both in theory and practice [6,7], the 
derivation of error estimates for the zeros using eigenvalue perturbation theory is always possible. 
The paper is organized as follows• In Section 2, we first review a few basic relations involving 
companion matrices and then derive some preliminary results. Our main result is presented in 
Section 3. There we prove that the sensitivity of the signal zeros is governed by the 2-norm 
condition number of a related rectangular Vandermonde matrix which has the signal zeros as 
nodes, and that this sensitivity is drastically reduced when the dimension of the Vandermonde 
matrix increases. As a by-product, we conclude that these zeros are less sensitive when they are 
well separated and close to the unit circle• Some conclusions are presented in Section 4. 
2. SOME PREL IMINARIES  
We recall that for noise free data, the polynomial coefficients f j  solve the linear system 
H(g) f  = He+N, ~ > O, (2.3) 
where f = [f0 f l . . .  fg -1]  T, He = [he he+l . . . ,  hi+M-l]  T, 
[ he ht+l ... he+N-1 
H(g) = [He , . . . ,He+N-1]  = ] he+l he+2 .. .  he+N 
/ • . . . . " , 
k he+M-1 he+M • • • he+M+N-2 
we always assume M > N > n. Matrix H(g) can be written as 
H(e)  = VZeRW,  (2.4) 
where Z = d iag(z l , . . . , zn) ,  zj = e sj / ' t ,  R = d iag( r l , . . . , rn ) ,  V is an M x n Vandermonde 
matrix whose k TM row is [z~- 1 Z k -  1 k -  1 . . .  z n ] and W the transpose of the matrix that consists of 
the N first rows of V; which shows that for all g > 0, rank[H(g)] = n. The column and row 
subspace of H(g) are denoted by TC(H(g)) and 7¢(H(g)*), respectively, (the star symbol stands 
for conjugate transpose). In what follows, the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse of A c C "~x'~ is 
denoted by A t . The norm used is always the spectral one. 
Let F be the N x N companion matrix associated with polynomial PN(t )  [i0 
0 ... 0 f l  
F= [e2 e3 . . .  eN f] = 1 . . .  0 f2 (2.5) 
0 . . . . . .  fN -1  
Although the signal zeros zj can be extracted from the eigenstructure of F, how to separate 
these zj  from the entire spectrum of F becomes difficult, since the remaining N - n eigenvalues, 
referred to as extraneous eigenvalues, depend on how we choose the vector f among the infinitely 
many solutions that the system (2.3) offer. A way to overcome this drawback is by the use of 
companion matrices of the form 
bl 0 1 .. .  
B = [be1 e2 . . .  eN-1] = " " " , (2.6) 
bN-2 0 . . .  0 
LbN_I  0 . . .  
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where the first column vector, b, is a solution of the system of linear equations 
H(~) b = Hg-1, ~ > 1. (2.7) 
It is known that z5 -1 are eigenvalues of B with associated left eigenvectors given by the rows 
of W. Furthermore, if we choose b ~ = H(~)iHg_I (i.e, the minimal norm solution of (2.7)) to be 
the first column of B, then the eigenvalues z~-1 of B separate from the extraneous ones in a clear 
fashion: while the extraneous eigenvalues lie inside the unit circle, the signal ones lie outside the 
unit circle [8,9]. 
We end this section with a few preliminary results. 
THEOREM 1. Let ~ and Q = I - P be the orthogonal projectors onto Af(W) ± and AI'(W), 
respectively. Define BQ = Q/~ where B is as in (2.6), with b ~ as its first column vector. Also 
let Pi be the i th column of 7 ~. Then, 
(a) IIpill < 1, i = 1,2, . . .  ,N  for all N > n, and it is a decreasing function of N; 
(b) Ilbtll < 1 provided IlPlll < 1/v~; 
(c) {IBQW*I[ < v/-nct N, with c~ = ma~[zj[. 
PROOF. To prove (a), we first verify that ei does not belong to either the null space of W or to its 
orthogonal complement. The first of these conclusions i  immediate since We~ = Z ~- l e with e the 
vector of all ones. To see the second, we consider the system W*x = e~. If we select n equations 
from this system but the i th, we obtain a square nonsingular homogeneous system whose unique 
solution must be x = 0. However, this is in contradiction with the i th equation, which shows 
that the complete system is incompatible, and thus, ei ~ TO(W*) = Af(W) ±. Therefore, 
ei = ~Pei + Qei = pi + Qei, 
and none of the two vectors of the last right-hand side are zero. The first part of property (a) is 
then obtained by taking norms is this last equation and using the orthogonality of the projectors. 
To prove the second part, we consider two consecutive values of N, and use the subscript N to 
denote the dependence of the considered quantities on N. We start by observing that, if 
= -1  AN+l ,  
then WN+IW~v+I* = AN+l-1 is a rank-one modification of A} 1 = WNW~v,* i.e., 
-1 ZN ee.ZN,  AN+ 1 = AN 1 + = ZANIZ  * + ee*, 
where we used the two representations WN+I = [WN [ ZNe] = [e [ ZWN], and e is as before. 
Applying the Sherman-Morrison formula twice, we derive that 
ANZNee*ZN*AN = Z-*ANZ -1 - Z -*ANZ- lee*Z-*ANZ- le  (2.8) 
AN+I -= AN -- 1 + e*ZN*ANZNe I + e*Z-*ANZ- le  
Observing now that the ith column of P,  is Pi = W*Z~-le, since 7) = W'W,  it follows 
IIPN+l,i+1112= WtN+l Zie 2=e.Z i .AN+I  Zie, ( i=0 , . . . ,N ) .  
Hence, using the first equality of (2.8) and the fact that Wei = Z i-1, we deduce that, for 
i=0 , . . . ,N -  1, 
• . e*Zi*ANZNee*ZN*ANZie 
[]PN+I'i+II{2 = e*Z**ANZ~e - 1 ÷ e*zN*ANzNe 
= [IPN'/+III2 - 1 + e*ZN*ANZNe 
= iipN, +lll=_ I*N, +I 2 
1÷ f tN2 '  
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where f t  N = H(g)tH~+N = WtNZNe is the minimum norm solution of (2.3). This proves the 
second part of (a). 
The proof of (b) is very similar. We first obtain from the equality between the left-hand side 
and the last right-hand side of (2.8) that 
e*AN+le = e*Z-*ANZ- le  - 
This is nothing but 
e*Z-*ANZ- lee*Z-*ANZ- le  
1 + e*Z-*ANZ- le  
iN[2 b 
]]PN+l,1]l 2 ~-- biN 2 b~ N 4 
1+ b N 1+ 
where biN = H(e)*He_l = W*gZ-le. Thus, we obtain 
[]PN+ 1,1 [[ 2 
biN 2 = 1 --[[PN+l,l[[ 2" 
But, using (a), we deduce that I]PN+I,1]] -< I]PN,111, and therefore, 
biN IIP ' II2 
<-- 1 --IIpN,1H 2" 
Conclusion (b) then follows. In order to prove (c), let qk denote the k th column of the projector Q. 
Using this notation and the definition of Be,  we obtain 
BQ = QB = [Qb ¢, Qel, Qe2,. . . ,  ~eN-1] = [0, ql, q2 . . . . .  qN-1], 
since Qb t = 0 for b t E J~f(W) ± = T~(W*). We now observe that, as e~Qx = 0 for all x E 
T~(H(1)*) = 7~(W*), choosing x = W*Z*ej, we deduce that 
e~BQW* e*QW*Z*ej ~ ..*N .~ z .N  - -  ~ i ,NZ j  "~" - -~ i ,N  j , 
where Qi,N denotes the (i, N)-entry of Q. This gives that 
BQW* * * * =- -qNeNW Z , 
from which we obtain 
I[BQW*[I--= I[qNe*NW*Z*[[ = [IqNII [le*NW*Z*I] <- v/~aN, 
as claimed. | 
3. ERROR EST IMATES 
We now analyse the behavior of the signal eigenvalues when the first column of /?  undergoes 
small perturbations. We shall be based on the following assumptions. 
A.I: For N large enough, the minimum norm solution of (2.7) satisfies [Ibtl[ < 1. 
A.2: I fb  is the computed signal, b t its exact value and ~] the perturbation, then 
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The first Of these assumptions i motivated by the fact that liP1 II decreases with N and is 
always smaller than one (see Theorem 1, (a)). Therefore, it is not unreasonable to assume that, 
for N sufficiently large, 
1 
Ilp~ll < ~ ,~ 0.707, 
in which case Theorem 1, (b), ensures that A.1 holds. Notice however, that there might exist 
cases for which A.1 is no longer valid. Indeed, from Lemma 6 by Baz£n and Toint [10], for 
each N > n 
n 
IlbtI] 2= H [zJ[-2 (1 + I[ff[] 2) - 1, 
j= l  
and thus, 
(1 + tlf*ll 
I]b*ll-< 1 ¢=~ 12I Izjl ~ >__ 2 
j= l  
Since for N large enough IIf*ll 2 ~ 0 [11], it follows that A.1 is reliable for all applications for 
which I z j ]~  1. 
A.2 essentially means that the noise is much smaller than the signal, a practically necessary 
condition for any successful calculation. Furthermore, since I]bt]l < 1 by A.1, the norm of z/ is 
then very small, which allows ithe following first-order perturbation analysis near zero. 
THEOREM 2. Let A = z -1 be a signal eigenvalue of[3 with associated left and right eigenvectors u 
and v, respectively, normalized so that u*v = 1. Let B = B + g be the companion matrix whose 
first column is b = b t + ~1 and let A = A + 5A be the eigenvalue of B that is closest to A. 
Define a = maxj [Zj[, 1 < j < n. Then, 
~N 
(3.9) 
PROOF. As all signal eigenvalues are simple by assumption, eigenvalue perturbation theory (see 
[12, page 67]) ensures that, for every left eigenvector u with u*v = 1, 
~ = u*Ev + 0 (d ) ,  
where e = LIEII = ]lnl[. But, because the structure of g = [z/] 0], we have that 
5~ = vlu*v + 0 (d ) ,  
with vi = elv. Note that the columns of W* are the left eigenvectors of/~ and thus 
(3.1o) 
Wv ~ ei~ 
for some i between 1 and n, with associated eigenvalue A. If now choose ¢ = wren, "~b E Af(W),  
v = ¢ + ~b, and u* = [1 z2 . . . z  N-l] = e~W, then 
u*v = e*W¢ + e 'We = e;e~ = 1 
and the vectors u and v satisfy the normalization condition of the theorem's statement. We next 
consider Ivll = I¢1 + ~11. Since ¢1 = e~Wtei = e~W*(WW*) - le i ,  we deduce that 
[¢11 <- x/n I Iw* l l  • 
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On the other hand, decompose/3 = P/3 + Be, with B e as in Theorem 1, and notice that 
7)B¢ = wtwBwte i  -- wtz -1WWte i  = wtz - le i  : z-1¢ = A¢ (3.12) 
and therefore, that ¢ is a right eigenvector f P/3 with associated eigenvalue A. Hence, 
A¢ + ~¢ = Av = [~v = P[~v +Bev = P[~¢ + Bee  + Bee .  (3.13) 
Equations (3.12) and (3.13) together in turn imply that 
(Be - ~z)¢ = -Be¢.  
Since A is not an eigenvalue of B e [9], it follows that (B e - hi) is not singular. Hence, using the 
definition of ¢ 
¢1 = -e~(Be - A!) - IBe¢ = -e*l(Be - AI)- IBe W* (WW*) -1 ei, 
from which we obtain that 
I¢11 ~ [[(Be - AZ)-I[[ IIBeW*ll Ilw*[I 2 
Using Lemma 1, (c), and the inequality [I(BQ - A/)-11[ _( (1~1- 1) -1, we then deduce that 
X//~ Ce N 
(3.14) 
and (3.9) follows upon taking absolute values in (3.10) where we bound [Vl[ using (3.11) 
and (3.14). | 
Notice in bound (3.9) that only the component of the noise in the signal subspace plays some 
role. Also, we recall from Baz£n [11], that ]]wt[I decreases as N increases. From these observa- 
tions, we conclude that the bound on the eigenvalue rror essentially depends on three factors: 
the importance of the noise in the subspace T~(H(/))*, the number N of columns of H([), and 
the rate at which [[wtt[ decreases when N grows. A thorough discussion about the behavior 
of [[wt[[ as a function of N is given in Baz~n [11]. Baz~n shows that for zj's not extremely close 
and of moduli not much smaller than one, as is the case in most practical applications, the only 
condition needed to ensure small values of [IWt[[ is to keep N large enough. This indicates that 
the signal eigenvalue problem associated with the companion matrix should be well-conditioned, 
which, in turn, ensures a moderate value for bound (3.9). 
Following the analysis of reference [11], we deduce the following result. 
COROLLARY 1. Let A, A, and a be as before. Define 5 = mini Izj - zkl, k ~ j, 1 < k ~ n, 
and/3 = mini Izj[, 1 <_ j < n. Then 
- <l~%lv~l+Z2+Z4+. . .+Z2 N l+l~-gL-f_ 1 +o(11~11~), (3.15) 
where C = C(Izyj, n, N, 5) is a positive constant. 
PROOF. The proof follows from relation (3.6), Theorem 6, in Baz£n [11], with constant C defined 
by 
C = ( n-F[[ft['2-"Pl]'2-~-~[zJ'2) .-F (n - 1)5  j=x | 
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The relevance of est imate (3.15) is that  it is much more informative than that  of Theorem 2. 
Specifically, it shows that  if the zeros zj are not extremely close and fall close to the unit circle, 
then these zj become rather insensitive to small  per turbat ion  on the data,  provided N is large 
enough. To i l lustrate this, let us analyse the behavior of est imate (3.9) corresponding to zero zj,  
from a signal hk (see (1.2)) compris ing 10 exponentials (i.e., n = 10), with zj and rj descr ibed 
in Table 1. 
Since the signal features closely spaced zeros (see the separat ions 5j in Table 1), according 
the theory in [11], we should choose N relatively large in order to ensure that  the associated 
Vandermonde matr ix  W is well condit ioned. We then choose N = 256 and extract  the eigenvalues 
from a companion matr ix  /? as in (2.6). The first column vector o f /3  arose from solving the 
per turbed  l inear system (2.7) where we used data  per turbed by addit ive Gaussian noise generated 
by MATLAB (with the seed value set to zero) at a level of 5%. The l inear system was of order 
256 and solved using the SVD technique. Results of the computat ions in Table 2 confirm what  
we c la imed above on the sensit iv ity of the signal zeros to small perturbat ions.  
For i l lustrat ion purposes, for this example we obtained, IIWtll 2 ~ 0.0113, tlbtll ~ 0.2731, 
and IIr/ll ~ 0.0078. 
Table 1. Signal parameters corresponding to a vibrating system. 
zj 
0.9699 4- 0.22481 
0.9532 ± 0.293h 
0.9844 4- 0.1619z 
0.9921 4- 0.1055z 
0.9972 ± 0.0585z 
Izjl 
0.9956 
0.9972 
0.9976 
0.9977 
0.9989 
rj 
-0 .1366 -I- 0.2490z 
0.7294 -t- 0.5743z 
- -0 .3162 4- 0.0844z 
1.3284 4- 0.6265z 
--0.0591 5: 0.1958z 
0.0042 
0.0049 
0.0031 
0.0023 
0.0023 
J 
bound (3.9) 
I zj - ~j I 
Table 2. Eigenvalue rror and error estimate for N = 256. 
1 
0.1707 
0.1181 x 10 -3 
2 3 
0.0554 0.2123 
0.1700 x 10 -3 0.0317 x 10 -3 
4. CONCLUSION 
4 
0.0403 
0.0600 x 10 -3 
5 
0.3290 
0.3598 x 10 -3 
We have performed an error analysis of the so-called signal zeros which allowed us to conclude 
that  these zeros become rather insensitive to small perturbat ions on the polynomial  coefficients, 
provided we use large polynomials  and the zeros fall close to the unit circle. Our der ivat ions were 
based on the link between polynomials  and companion matr ices and the results obta ined were 
shown to depend crucial ly on the way the norm IlW t II decreases as a function of the dimension. 
However, the rate at which Ilw*ll decreases remains largely unexplored. 
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